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Abstract

Leveraging hypervisor for security purpose such as malware analysis has been well researched. There
still remain two challenges for analyzing security incidents on virtual machine: real-time monitoring
and semantic gap. First, current active monitoring methods need to be improved for real-time pro-
tection of virtual machine. Second, semantic gap between virtual machine and hypervisor poses a
significant impediment on security analyst. In this paper, we propose an inter-domain communication
protocol for real-time monitoring of virtual machine and bridging semantic gap. We have deployed
the inter-domain communication module between a guest Windows OS and a hypervisor in two ways.
While the one is a register based transfer using vCPU context, the other is a shared memory based
communication. Our protocol is event driven, which makes the proposed system enable to monitor
the file access of a guest Windows OS in real-time without suspending it. We have implemented our
system on XEN virtual machine monitor and KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine). We have measured
the resource utilization of these two systems in the case of decompressing files and receiving HTTP
requests. On the guest OS, the KVM based system outperforms the processor idle time by about
30-50% in decompressing file and the memory usage by about 35% in receiving HTTP requests. We
conclude that our system can monitor file access inside virtual machine without suspension and also
with reasonable resource usage.

Keywords: Virtual machine monitoring, inter-domain communication, file system driver, Xen and
KVM

1 Introduction

Real-time Virtual Machine (VM) monitoring is now necessary and challenging problem for making
ubiquitous virtual machines secure. With the rapid advance of hypervisor such as Xen, Linux KVM and
VMWare, VM monitoring technologies have been well developed and researched. However, real-time
access monitoring has not been proposed and is still not available, particularly in virtualized Windows
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OS. In other words, whereas VM status capture and analysis (for example, Volatility) is available, mod-
ules are not accessible to monitor resource access on real-time. There are two reasons for the difficulty
of real-time monitoring. First, semantic gap between VM and hypervisor makes it hard to obtain log
from outside the guest OS. Although we can intercept fine-grained events such as assembler instruction
and I/O request, it is extremely hard to retrieve information from these events. Second, no inter-domain
communication protocol and implementation has been proposed. Device driver specified for hypervisor
has been pervasive, and split device driver to multiplexing and scheduling I/O request is proposed. How-
ever, there has been the lack of the inter-domain communication protocol specified for sending access
log and its implementation. For providing real-time monitoring, we propose an inter-domain commu-
nication protocol for real-time malicious file access monitor of virtual machine. With our inter-domain
communication protocol, the proposed system enables real-time monitoring with reasonable overhead
less than 5%.
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture for inter-domain communication.

2 Related work

Virtual machine monitor which is also called as hypervisor is a thin software multiplexing VM execution.
Xen [1] and KVM [2] are open source software. Also VMWare ESX [3] and Windows 7 with XP mode
[4] are commercial software of hypervisor. XenAccess [5] is an API set monitoring VM running on
XEN. Secure hypervisor sHype [6] is basically an extension of secure OS based on MLS, RBAC and TE.
However, XenAccess is mainly designed for memory dump and analysis of virtual machine. Particularly,
XenAccess and sHype cannot monitor fine-grained resource access of Windows OS such as file R/W
commit and registry access.
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The proposed system is partly based on the concept of VMI (Virtual Machine Introspection) [7].
VMI is the ability of inspecting and understanding the events occurred inside virtual machine running on
monitor. According to [7], hypervisor based monitoring leverages three properties of Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM), isolation , inspection and interposition. Revirt [8] is an extension of hypervisor for
intrusion analysis of virtual machine. However, Revirt does not support real-time monitoring and analysis
without suspending and snapshotting virtual machine.

Logging and debugging architecture of hypervisor has been proposed in [9] [10]. [9] points out
that hypervisor technology enables centralized logging architecture as well as server consolidation. [11]
leverages the utility of snapshot and reply of virtual machine for cyclic and deterministic re-execution.
However, these systems are mainly designed only for debugging of memory analysis.

Volatility [10] is a tool for analyzing memory and retrieving information of virtual machine. Split
device driver is inter-domain communication module of Xen. Also, these are not developed for real-time
resource monitoring.

[12] and [13] propose the system for detecting event on the guest OS. These two papers solve se-
mantic gap. In [12], Patagonix detects binary execution on the guest OS. It specifies what kind of binary
executed is loaded and executed. In [13], the authors apply active monitor of virtual machine using ac-
tive monitor. Lares, the proposed architecture, deploys security module monitoring memory operation
for secure isolation of virtual machine. In the view point of active monitor, Lares is similar to our system.
However, Lares is mainly designed for exploitation of memory and secure isolation. Also, its security
module is architecture independent, developed on Windows OS and Xen while its authors do not describe
file access monitoring, how deployable it is, and performance overhead. It is worth to point out that to
detect many malicious software such as worm and trojan, monitoring file access is more important rather
than real-time memory analysis. In this paper, we propose a more generic framework, protocol and im-
plementation. The proposed generic protocol implementation enables us to monitor file access for both
Xen and KVM, which is not achieved in the Lares system. Moreover, our file monitor driver can run on
every kind of Windows OS: XP, Vista and 7. The proposed framework is architecture independent and
allows reasonable overhead less than 5% for both guest and host OSes.

3 Hypervisor: Xen and KVM

In this paper, a monitoring system is implemented on two virtual machine monitors: Xen and KVM.
The Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), also called as hypervisor, is a thin layer of software between
the physical hardware and the guest operating system. The rapid increase of CPU performance enables
VMM to run several operating systems as virtual machine, multiplexing CPU, memory and I/O devices
in reasonable processing time. Recent VMM is a successful implementation of micro kernels. Under the
guest OS, VMM runs directly on the hardware of a machine, which means that VMM can provides the
useful inspection and interposition of the guest OS.

Xen is a hypervisor booting and running under Linux kernel. Xen has its basic scheduler necessary
for multiplexing virtual machines. KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine) is a Linux device driver based hyper-
visor, which work as a kernel module. KVM is more lightweight implementation but does not have its
scheduler. Recently, Xen takes advantage on vCPU and I/O scheduling such as vcpu-pin, assigning and
binding CPU for the guest and host VMs.

4 Communication protocol using virtual register

This paper proposes the two kinds of inter-domain communication system. Figure 1 shows type 1 which
uses vCPU context for transferring access log to the host OS. The proposed system type 1 is implemented
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Figure 2: Sequence diagram for proposed inter-domain communication using degug register.

in three steps: [1]modification of Windows OS using DLL injection and filter driver, [2]modification of
debug register handler of virtual machine monitor and [3]putting visualization tool on host OS. Figure 1
is a brief illustration of the proposed system. Our module extracts a sequence from Windows memory
behavior and the sequence is transferred from the VMM module to the visualization tool on the host
OS. In the following section, we also discuss modification of Windows OS. In this paper we propose the
visualization of memory behavior of full-virtualized Windows OS using virtual machine introspection.
In the proposed system, the memory behavior of Windows OS is visualized by an application of the
concept of virtual machine introspection. The proposed system extracts a sequence of Windows memory
behavior and transfers it to the host OS by modifying the module of virtual machine monitor. For
simple implementation of the VMM side, the proposed system only monitors the changes of Debug
Register(DR). When DR is changed by mov instruction, the DR handler in VMM is activated. At the
same time, some values are moved to generic registers such as EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX, these values
are also transferred. A line of log is transferred for one character, byte by byte inserted into a generic
register. We add some header such as string length, type of events using other generic registers for each
byte.

4.1 Modification of debug register handler

The x86 architecture has debug register DR0- DR6. Our system applies virtual machine introspection
by monitoring these registers. Debug register is changed and accessed by register operation of MOV
variants. When the CPU detects debug exception enabled, it sets low-order bits and then the debug
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram for proposed inter-domain communication using ring buffer of shared mem-
ory.

register handler is activated. Among DR0-7, DR6 are never reset by the CPU. We also modify the debug
register handler to receive information sent by our modules in Windows OS. the API is intercepted on
the guest OS, the value of special register (DR/MSR) is changed. At that time, the context of virtualized
CPU is stored in hypervisor stack. VMM can detect the access of the guest OS when domain context is
switched because CPU context including the state of DR/MSR register is changed.

4.2 Transmission by virtualized register

Before activating the debug register handler in VMM, we divide each log line into byte-by-byte charac-
ters and translate these into character code. Character code and its header information is inserted into
generic registers. After that, when the debug register is triggered, the proposed system can obtain the
values of virtualized registers. Figure 2 shows the inter-domain protocol using VM enter/exit. There are
four components in this protocol. Injected library and filter driver are running in the guest Windows OS.
In VMM, interruption handler receives notification and message. Then, log composer output file access
log to the host OS. These steps of transmission by virtualized register are shown as follows:
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5 Communication protocol using shared memory

In this section we present a proposed communication system type 2 using shared memory. Figure 3
depicts our mechanisms of inter-domain connection. We achieve the fast inter-domain connection due
to share a memory space between Dom0 and DomU. For example, Figure 5 shows a situation that two
applications share each two memory spaces between DomU-1 and DomU-2.

This memory shared method enables that Dom0 user applications immediately can retrieve the data
that is written by DomU. Each running PV-drivers on DomU-1 and DomU-2 allocate memory spaces to
connect with Dom0 and write their signatures to the spaces. Dom0 can identify the shared memory space
by scanning the signature.

As we will describe later, Dom0 handles shared memory space as ring buffer.
Figure 4 depicts the detail. DomU has a logging application as user-application on Dom0 to gather

the data that is written by Dom0. On the other hand, the guest Windows OS on DomU has our PV-driver
that provides some APIs to read/write data. Thus, any applications on DomU can send data to the logging
application by calling this APIs. As stated above, this PV-driver has the shared memory space to connect
with the logging application on Dom0.

We describe the mechanism by pursuing the flowing data between Dom0 and DomU. (A): First, PV-
driver collects the data which is sent from applications through the driver APIs to ring-buffer. (B): Next,
the logging application on Dom0 reads the ring-buffer. (C) Finally, the logging application saves the
collected data to external files.

Figure 5 shows the flow chart of this protocol of which step is as follows:

Step 1: File System Filter Driver sends

log string to Memory driver

by calling APIs.

Step 2: Memory Driver writes log string

to its Shared Memory region

and sets a flag to indicate ready

state of data collection.

Step 3: Log Composer polls the flag.

When the flag is 1, Log

Composer collects data that was

written by Memory Driver.

Step 4: Log Composer sets a flag to

indicate the completion when

data reading is completed.
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Figure 4: Logging architecture of virtual machine using shared memory

6 Windows OS modification

In the proposed system, we insert some debugging and monitoring modules to modify Windows user and
kernel space. We apply two techniques: DLL injection and filter driver.

6.1 DLL injection

DLL injection is the insertion of original library on userland. We apply DLL injection for inspecting
illegal resource access of malicious process. DLL injection is debugging technology to hook API call of
target process. Windows executable applies some functions from DLL such as kernel32. dll. Executable
has import table to use the linked DLL. This table is called as import section. Among some techniques of
DLL injection, modifying import table is useful because this technique is CPU-architecture independent.
Figure 5 shows the modification of import table. Address of function A on left side is changed to
the address of inserted function on right side. In code table, some original functions are appended to
executable. Modified address is pointed to code of inserted function. By doing this, when the function
A is invoked, the inserted function is executed. In the proposed system, the inserted function changes
special registers (DR/MSR) to notify the events to VMM and control domain.
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6.2 File manager of Windows OS

Filter driver is an intermediate driver which runs between kernel and device driver. By using filter driver,
we can hook events on lower level compared with library insertion technique on user land. In detail,
System call table is modified to insert additional routine for original native API. In the proposed system,
filter driver is implemented and inserted for hooking events on file system. Filter manager is supporting
intermediate driver supplied by Microsoft that simplifies the third party’s development. By using filter
manager, we can add or replace functionality provided by the target driver of request.

6.3 File access filter

Figure 6 shows the sequence diagram of file access filter. Write request is divided into two action: PRE
and POST. PRE operation is done before disk access. POST write is invoked after disk I/O complete.
Figure 7 shows the specification of filter drier function. Intermediate function is implemented as callback
function with three arguments and returns. By using this callback function, we can intercept and obtain
the structure below in calling pre-write function. As shown in Figure 6, we have implemented inter-
domain communication module after write request (PRE) is called.

7 Performance Measurements

7.1 Utilization of guest Windows OS

In this section, we discuss performance measurement of the proposed system. The proposed system is
evaluated on KVM with linux-kernel 2.6.31 and XEN with linux paravirt kernel 2.6.31. Linux and Xen
are running on NTEL(R) Core2 Duo with P8400 with 2GB memory. Virtual machine is also assigned
by 800MB memory. Virtual Windows is Vista with service pack 2. On the first phase, we evaluate the
proposed system by decompressing zip file on virtual Windows OS. Second, we set up Apache web server
on VM and access it by using Apache bench. We have measured CPU utilization, available memory (KB)
and the number of page faults for these two cases.

Figures 8 and 9 compare the CPU utilization of the guest and host OSes in decompressing zip file
on Windows OS. In Figure 8, KVM based system has better performance with CPU idle time around 30
to 50%. On the other hand, XEN based system has CPU utilization with around 15%. Compared with
native VM ENTER, invoking Hypercalls takes much more system resources. Concerning CPU time of
the host OS, XEN based system has better performance. XEN based system takes about 5-10% idle time
utilization while KVM based system takes about 30 to 15% CPU utilization. KVM has no interface to
output system logs of VMM, so KVM based system needs to log to file system. On the other side, XEN
based system has log output interface that is xm dmesg, which makes it more lightweight to run. Figures
10 and 11 show the available memory size in running the proposed system of KVM and XEN. In the
guest OS, KVM has better performance. As is the case of CPU utilization, invoking hypercall takes more
cost compared with transfer instruction of mov to debug register. Figure 11 shows that in the host and
guest OSes, memory usage is not disturbed by the proposed system both of KVM and XEN based.

We have also measured resource utilization of virtual machine with Apache bench. Figure 11 shows
the CPU utilization of the guest and host OSes with Apache web server receiving requests. In three items:
processor idle time, available guest memory and page fault, KVM based module has better performance
in the view of total utilization and the stability. In Figure 11, the CPU utilization is almost the same
value (by 0.8 %). utilization of XEN based module is less stable than KVM. About memory utilization,
KVM keeps more available memory then XEN by about 34% while the number of page faults is near the
same by about 4% greater in XEN. In the case of Apache bench, CPU utilization has not been changed
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Figure 5: Sequence diagram of Windows filter driver. inter-domain communication module works be-
tween application and file system.

compared with the case of unzipping files. But memory usage is heavier with average with utilization
of 600,000,000 of KVM and 650,000,000 of XEN. Invoking hypercall occurred by Apache request has
more utilization than VM enter/exit of KVM.

7.2 Utilization of host OS

While KVM based module has better performance on the guest OS, about the utilization of the host OS
(which is called Dom0 in XEN), XEN based system outperforms KVM. We have measured resource
utilization of processor idle time and free memory of the host OS (Dom0) by using vmstat per one
second. Figures 14 and 15 show the processor idle time when decompressing files and receiving massive
http request. In the case of decompressing files, XEN based system has better performance by about
21%. Memory utilization is almost the same by About 1% difference between these. In the case of
Apache bench, XEN based system has much less utilization by about 48% CPU idle time. Memory
usage has slight difference.
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type FLT_PREOP_CALLBACK_STATUS
function Obtains file information structure

Control file access
Returns value for file access

arg 1 PFLT_CALLBACK_DATA Data
2 PCFLT_RELATED_OBJECTS FltObjects
3 PVOID *CompletionContext

return 1 FLT_PREOP_SUCCESS_WITH_CALLBACK (succeed)

2 FLT_PREOP_SUCCESS_NO_CALLBACK (succeed)

3 FLT_PREOP_COMPLETE (succeed/fail) 

failure Return: FLT_PREOP_COMPLETE
Set Data->IoStatus.Status error

type FLT_PREOP_CALLBACK_STATUS
function Obtains file information structure

Control file access
Returns value for file access

arg 1 PFLT_CALLBACK_DATA Data
2 PCFLT_RELATED_OBJECTS FltObjects
3 PVOID *CompletionContext

return 1 FLT_PREOP_SUCCESS_WITH_CALLBACK (succeed)

2 FLT_PREOP_SUCCESS_NO_CALLBACK (succeed)

3 FLT_PREOP_COMPLETE (succeed/fail) 

failure Return: FLT_PREOP_COMPLETE
Set Data->IoStatus.Status error

Figure 6: Data structure of callbacks of Windows filter driver.

7.3 Utilization of file access monitor

We have compared the cases of the utilization of file access filter module with on and off. Figures 17
and 18 show the processor idle time of unzipping file. Also, Figures 19 and 20 show the CPU utilization
in receiving HTTP request. We should point about that in Figure 18, XEN has better performance in
keeping about four times CPU ilde time than KVM. In the case of massive file access such as unzipping
files, XEN based system outperforms KVM based system on processor time.
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Figure 7: Processor idle time of guest OS in decompressing files.
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Figure 8: Guest available memory of guest OS in decompressing files.
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Figure 9: The number of page fault occurred in guest OS in decompressing files.

8 Discussion

For the guest OS, KVM based system is more lightweight about both CPU utilization and available
memory than XEN based system. This is partly because that invoking and handling hypercall of XEN is
more expensive than VM enter/exit of KVM. We can infer the reason from the number of guest page fault
of which Xen based system is occurred more frequently than KVM based system as shown in Figures 10
and 13. In general, our inter-domain protocol implementation performs well with reasonable overhead
less than 5% in both host and guest Operating Systems. However, performance is rapidly decreased in
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apache bench: guest processor time
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Figure 10: Processor idle time in guest of receiving HTTP request of Apache bench.
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Figure 11: Available memory in guest of receiving HTTP request of Apache bench.

Xen based system coping with decompressing files as shown in Figure 19. We infer the overhead is
caused by the cost of virtual I/O processing of Xen. About I/O scheduler, Xen based system is more
expensive than KVM based system which leverages more improved Linux scheduler. From the results
using Apache bench, our protocol implementation performs well for both XEN and KVM based system.

9 Conclusions

Virtual machine monitoring has been well researched. There still two remains: real-time resource access
monitoring and active monitor. As virtual machine monitor running on hypervisor becomes pervasive
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Figure 12: The number of page fault occurred in guest OS processing HTTP request of Apache bench.

unzip: host processor idle time
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Figure 13: Processor idle time in host OS in decompressing files.

and ubiquitous, a generic inter-domain communication protocol and implementation, which can be ap-
plied for many kind of systems, is useful and actually necessary. In this paper, we propose an inter-
domain communication protocol for real-time monitoring for detecting malicious file access on virtual
machine. The proposed system can monitor resource access in real-time to detect malicious files access
of virtual machine. Previous researches have paid much attention to memory analysis and architecture
independent. Our proposal is a generic inter-VM communication protocol, which can be implemented on
Windows XP, Vista and 7, and running on both the XEN and KVM hypervisors. We have implemented
an inter-domain notification system using the kernel module of Windows OS and the virtual machine
monitor in two ways: using vCPU context and ring buffer on shared memory between virtual machine
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Figure 14: Free memory of host OS in decompressing files.

apache bench: host processor idle time
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Figure 15: Processor idle time in host OS processing processing HTTP request of Apache bench.

and hypervisor. In the proposed system, we can monitor file access of the guest Windows OS on real-
time, without suspending it. We have measured the resource utilization of these two systems in the case
of decompressing files and receiving HTTP requests of Apache bench. On the guest OS, the KVM based
system outperforms the processor idle time by about 30-50% in decompressing file and the memory
usage by about 35% in receiving HTTP requests. It has been shown that with the proposed monitoring
system which is activated, we can achieve lightweight resource utilization compared with no filtering
case. We have also discussed the difference of the performance overhead according to the methodology
and architecture of KVM and XEN. We can conclude it is possible to run real-time file access moni-
toring system without suspending virtual machine and with reasonable resource usage of less than 5%
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Figure 16: Free memory of host OS in receiving HTTP request of Apache bench.
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Figure 17: Comparison of processor idle time of guest OS of based system KVM in decompressing files

overhead. Moreover, our system can detect malicious file access.
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unzip: processor time (XEN)
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Figure 18: Comparison of processor idle time of guest OS of based system Xen in decompressing files
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Figure 19: Comparison of processor idle time of guest OS of XEN in receiving reqeust of Apache bench
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